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Family Restroom

- Separate room with a toilet and sink
  - Hi/low changing table, which raises and lowers
  - Table holds up to 330 lbs.

This Family Restroom is available for park goes to independently attend to personal needs without having to leave the park.
Giving Garden

- Located in the middle of the playground
- Designated area for recognizing the project contributors
- Sculpture will be 14’ L x 6’ H
**Carly's Clubhouse Interior:**
The clubhouse is a custom designed 11’ tall structure! The clubhouse can comfortably contain two mobility devices in the interior while holding several more on the deck! Several unique sensory components have been included in the interior of the clubhouse as well as on the bottom level inside the beanstalk. The house also features many imaginative play aspects such as a fire place with chimney, a bookcase, a welcome mat, and even a TV! The TV will serve as a “Find Me” panel featuring items across the entire playground.

**Carly's Clubhouse Exterior:**
The exterior of the clubhouse features a rope ladder climber, handholds to provide a third access into the clubhouse, different types of insects and animals, and a smoking chimney! The tactile surface of the stalk provides different sensory elements to the exterior as well!
EXPLORE Inclusive Playground
Cozy Spot Features

Mushroom Table:
Offers an imaginative spot for individuals to escape the high traffic play areas.

Rockin Robin:
Offers a comfortable cozy spot for children to escape the hustle and bustle of the playground. Front-to-back motion promotes vestibular stimulation as well as social interaction when children rock each other.
EXPLORE Inclusive Playground Motion Features

**Roxall Seesaw:**
A fully accessible, seesaw event! Now four people can enjoy the bouncing, undulating motion of a seesaw.

**Tri Runner:**
Allows children and adults to experience the feeling of flight!

**Dragonfly See Saw:**
Provides multiple play experiences for children to ride on the back, climb on the tail or use the wings as a unique see saw.

**Double Zip Track:**
An equitable play component that promotes social justice and allows individuals to participate socially and physically in developmentally meaningful play.
GT Symphony: 2
Music encourages collaboration, creativity and age appropriate activities for multi-generational users at any developmental stage.
EXPLORE Inclusive Playground
Sensory Wave Features

Adaptive Switch: 1
Allows children with special needs to activate technology devices in the playground environment! What appears as a simple button allows all children to interact and engage in play!

Sensory Wave: 7
The Sensory Wave Climber is the industry’s first playground climber that allows children of all abilities to enjoy the benefits of climbing while enhancing sensory development. Strategically placed molded-in grips, hand holds and transfer area provide additional support for children of all abilities to maneuver through the climber. A wide array of auditory, visual and tactile sensors, create a sensory-rich freestanding or play system experience for all.
Explore Inclusive Playground Swinging Features

**Adaptive Seat and Zero G:** Allows children who require additional support to swing alongside their friends!

**Expression Swing:** Face to face design allows a parent and a child to interact with each other and experience one another's facial expressions while at play.

**Arch Swing:** This multi-user swing allows children to interact with peers or caregivers as they experience movement through space to develop whole body awareness!
Questions

Thank you for your joining us